NOTICE

Academic writing platform: QuillBot: Whether you write emails, essays, case studies, blogs, or projects. To understand the utility of QUILLBOT we have procured the trial version for 3- months.

Grammar Checker: Correct Grammar, Spell Check, Check Punctuation, and Correct A Multitude of Grammatical Errors. There is also a free essay checker, punctuation checker, proofreader and other tools to help boost academic performance.

Paraphraser: QuillBot’s paraphrasing tool helps rewrite and enhance any sentence, paragraph, or article for fluency using AI.

Plagiarism Checker: Ensure proper authorship and citations.

Summarizer: QuillBot’s summarizer can condense articles, papers, or documents down to the key points instantly in two ways: key sentences and paragraph mode.

Citation Generator: Easily create full and in-text citations in thousands of formats.

Co-writer: All-in-one writing space that combines online research capabilities, note taking, and AI-assisted autocomplete to give you a seamless writing and research experience without ever having to leave the page.

Translator: No matter who you are or what you're writing, if you need to use another language, QuillBot has you covered.

Please find the steps below to have access:

1) Go with url: https://quillbot.com/
2) Sign up using your official email ID(@kgmcindia.edu) and set up a password.
3) Click on the verification email you received to activate Premium.

(Honorary Librarian)